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CORRESPONDENCE. 

THE PHONETIC SECTION. 
TO THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES. 

SIRS:-During the month of August the 
Secretary sent a circular to some of those 
members of the Modern Language Association 
who, as he thought, were likely to be interest- 
ed in phonetics; many, however, he was un- 
able to reach, the revised membership list not 
having appeared at that time. All persons 
who have the least interest in the study of pro- 
nunciation, whether they be members of the 
Association or not, are now urged to make in- 
vestigations in one or more of the directions 
indicated below, and to communicate the 
results to the Secretary before the middle of 
December. Several valuable contributions 
have already been promised. 

i. Forfpersons who have but lit/le time to 
spare (no knowledge of phonetics required).- 
See the diagrams of tongue and lip positions 
just issued in the Publications of the M. L. A., 
and compare them by eye with your own mode 
of uttering the vowels, noting carefully any 
differences. In studying your lip positioIns, 
be sure to pronounce the vowels in a perfectly 
unaffected manner; and when exanmining the 
tongue, increase the natural mouth aperture 
only as muich as is necessary to obtain a view. 
Notice particularly o, i, a, u, e. 

2. For persons who are willing to spend 
some time in useful and interesting original 
research (no previous knowledge of phonetics 
required).-Measure as many as possible of 
your own1 vowels according to some accurate 
method.* Any work of this kind, especially 
if done by a foreigner, or by several Ameri- 
cans whose dialects differ considerably, will 
be of great value. If your time is limited, 
restrict yourself to one vowel, preferably ~, a, 
a, u, or e, if you are an English-speaking 
person; ii, o, a, or e in gabe, if you are a 
German; 6 in pdte, a inpatte, o in bonne, e in 
me, or a nasal vowel, if you are a Frenchman. 

3. For persons who have some acquaintance 
with phonetics.-Write in your own natural 
pronunciation the sentences in SWEET'S ' Ele- 
mentarbuch des gesprochenen English,' para- 

graph 38 (pp. i6 and I7 of the ist edition, p. 94 
of the 2d), noting accent, inflection, and stress- 
groups, and using either SWEET'S alphabet or 
that of the American Dialect Society (state 
which one you use). 

In connection with the results of experiments 
upon yourself, please state your parentage, 
birthplace, places of residences, and any cir- 
cumstances that may have affected your pro- 
nunciation. When describing any sound, 
give several words in which it occurs. 

Any other original observations on the 
formation of vowels or consonants, and any 
further attempts at phonetic transcription will 
be gratefully received. 

If you are sufficiently interested in the work 
of the Section, you are invited to become a 
member by contributing one dollar toward 
defraying expenses of postage and printing. 

C. H. GRANDGENT, 
Secretary. 

I9 Wendell St., Cambridge, Mass. 

C> I IN JERSEY-FRENCH. 
TO THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES. 

SIRS:-Referring to Dr. MATZKE'S article 
on ci>? (MOD. LANG. NOTES V, PP. I77-I79), 
the following notes may be added to what is 
there stated:-In the Jersey-French dialect of 
to-day we have for I in the combinations cl, 
gi, bl, fl, pi, three distinct pronunciations exist- 
ing side by side and used interchangeably 
over the whole island; viz., 1, j,j. These 
developments hold good alike for initial aind 
medial position, e. g. (a) Initial:-CLARU> 
kle, kle, kje; GLOBU>giOb, glob, gjob; BLAN- 
CA>b6as, bPa, bias; FLORE22>flO,/5, fj5; 
PLUMA>flOrn, pSom, pfijm; (b) mrledial :-CIR- 
C'LU>serkle, etc.; REG'LA> regM, etc.; TAB'LA 
>Iab6, etc.; SUPPLATU>SUfile, etc.; COMPLE- 
TU > kopJ5, etc. 

J. S. SHEFLOE. 
Woman's College af Baltimore. 

TO THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES. 

SIRS:-Will some reader of the MOD. LANG. 

NOTES kindly inform me where I can find in 
this country the Spanish Chronicle of ALAVA, 

'Grandezas de Espafna,' which is mentioned 
in BIRE, 'V. Hugo avant I830,' P. 490? 

JOHN E. MATZKE. 

Indiana University, Bloomington, mind. 
*See article on "Vowel Measurements" (Publications of the 

M. L. A.) and, if possible, some more important work on 
phonetics. 
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